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CROQUET

Croquet is a comparatively modern game. It has not the

weight of years on its side to increase love and regard for it.

The name seems to indicate France as its origin, and it is

said to have been brought from there to Ireland, thence to

England.

Public match games were played in England as long ago as

1867. As a lawn game it became exceedingly popular, and the

formation of the "All England's Croquet Club " was succeeded

by several annual contests for Championship at Wimbledon.

When introduced in this country, it was characterized as a

game simple and almost devoid of opportunities for the di play

of any very great skill. The game was also modified ; the

number of arches increased, their positions changed, and the

size of the grounds diminished.

The finest playing at that time, and till within a few years,

was upon lawns with closely mown grass and generally level

surface ; but now the scientific player prepares a ground better

adapted to his needs and the exhibition of his skill.

Although much genuine pleasure and excellent exercise can

be obtained from a so-called sod ground, yet for delicacy and

accuracy of play and exercise of sometimes marvelous skill,

the modern ground is made a perfectly level, hard-rolled,

sanded field.

All Tournament games must be played on a ground of this

kind.
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Spalding's athletic library. 5

It has ceased, therefore, to be a so-called lawn-sport among

scientific players. The sanded surface gathers no dampness as

evening hours approach (the most common time for play, espe-

cially in warm weather), and the caution against damp feet on

the dew-covered grass is unnecessary.

It is very little trouble to maintain a good ground when once

properly prepared, and the natural soil in most localities serves

as an excellent basis for the top-soil, which should be sifted if

necessary to free it from stones and pebbles, and covered after

hard rolling with a very slight sprinkling of fine sand.

We would by no means discourage lawn-croquet. It is from

the ranks of excellent lawn players that our best scientific

players have come, and lawn playing will foster a love for the

game, which, after all, is the principal thing. Very few peo-

ple, comparatively, have ever seen a really scientifically made

ground. Those who believe themselves to be expert lawn

players are greatly surprised at the greater opportunity for

pleasure and skill afforded upon a nicely sanded level field.

There is no other field game that can compare with croquet

as a test for good temper, forbearance, and that prince of

manly qualities, fairness.

We have known characters vastly improve by courteous com-

panionship and prevailing geniality on the croquet ground.

The old-fashioned wordy strifes and contentions, cherishing

and continuing ill feeling, are unknown, and aside from the

beneficial physical advantages, these features must also be

regarded in taking stock of the benefits of croquet.

Croquet needs no special dress. The absence of excessive

physical exertion is suited to those who would, if compelled to

change suits, take no exercise at all, and they can return to

business or any avocation after an hour of croquet with linen
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and clothes none the worse for their effort, and with an exhilar-

ation that outdoor exercises invarial)ly secure. It is especially

adapted to sedentary persons and those in mature life, to whom

the vigorous roughness of base ball and the lively skirmishing

of lawn tennis would be anything but a pleasure.

An organized club reduces the items of expense to a mini-

mum, and it requires but two to play the game.

In England lawn tennis has almost displaced it ; but it has

d3ne so because prepared grounds were, we believe, never used

there. Lawn playing only was indulged in. Lawn tennis is a

rival in this country, though not at all similar ; but we doubt

if all its attractions have ever persuaded one whose faith has

been firmly fixed and whose skill has made fair progress in

croquet, to give up his first love.

Croquet is as scientific as billiards. There is a greater field

(literally as well as otherwise) for strategy, the exercise of

deliberate judgment, nerve, coolness and boldness of play in

croquet than in billiards, much as some may question the

truthfulness of the assertion. The eye and the hand become

trained. Lawn tennis calls for muscular action in immediate

response to counter-play. Judgment must be instantaneous

and muscular movements rapid and fatiguing. Croquet stands

in strong contrast with its deliberate strokes, its moderate

exercise and non-fatiguing efforts even when prolonged. It is

richly deserving of increased interest.

The high degree of skill of which the game by the introduc-

tion of narrow arches, hard rubber balls and the most approved

implements of play has been made capable, prevents it from

being regarded as fit only for children. The average age of

the contestants at several tournaments of the National Associa-

tion at Norwich was over forty years,
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SPALDING S ATHLETIC LIBRARY. 9

The chief points of excellence in croquet mayl)e enumerated

as follows :

First—Accuracy in croqueting or making one ball hit another

from the blow of the mallet. Here the accurate eye and the

trained hand are needed, for at a distance of 70 feet a ball 3K

inches in diameter subtends a very small angle, and a very

small divergence o*" the line of direction of the impinging

mallet will cause the struck ball to go wide of its desired

course.

Second—Ability to take position in front of arches so as to

pass through them successfully, for the arches being only 3K

inches wide give little chance of passing through to a ball of

2% inches when in a "wild position."

Third—"Wiring" or "staking" an adversary's ball so as

to leave no ball "open" or "exposed." This is dpne some-

times from a distance of fifteen or twenty feet ; and fourth and

greatest of all is good generalship, for without this all excel-

lence attained in the three preceding points will be manifested

in vain in a hard-fought game. Closely associated with the

first is the ability to " drive " or " block " the ball at a certain

angle to reach a position desired. This will be atterrpted only

when the balls are near together, for at a long range roquet

only is attempted. It is possible also that "jump shooting"

ought to be added to these, for this, at first thought seemingly

impossible method of play, is a special feature with some

players, and not infrequently they are relieved from an other-

wise inextricable position by a timely jump shot, by which a

ball from a peculiar downward stroke of the mallet may be

made to pass over one or more intervening arches and "cap-

ture" a ball supposed to be safe from all danger. [See Fig.

No. 6.]
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SPALDING S ATHLETIC LIBRARY. II

The wickets should be sunk into the ground six or eight

inches or set in blocks of wood buried under the surface to

insure stability.

The mallets (see Rule 3) may be made of boxwood, seven or

seven and one-half inches long by two and one-fourth to two

and one-half inches in diameter, and the handle from eight to

fifteen inches in length, as best suits the player. Individual

taste has caused a great variety of mallets. The steel (or

brass) tube is becoming increasingly popular, mainly from its

strength to endure hard blows. It has a hard and a soft rubber

end, being filled with wood driven in hard. The best balls

are of hard rubber. They can be easily painted by using a

preparation of shellac dissolved in alcohol, mixing with Chinese

Vermillion for red, Prussian blue and zinc or flake white for

blue, and zinc or flake white for white. Thus painted they

will dry in a few minutes and wear for several days.
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DESCRIPTION OF GROUNDS

On the opposite page will be found the plan of a ground as

adopted by the National Association, the dimensions of which

are as follows: Length, 72 feet; width, 36 feet; corner pieces,

8 feet long, inside measurements, with a line denoting the

boundary of the field 30 inches from the inside of the border.

The stakes or post to be i inch in diameter and 1% inch high,

situated outside of the above mentioned line at the centre of

the width of the field. The first wicket to be 7 feet from the

stake; the second 7 feet from the first, on a line extending

through the middle of the field; the side arches to be 6 feet 3

inches from the border on a line with the second arch from each

stake; the cage or double wicket in the centre to he 18 inches

long and 33^ inches between the wires, and set at right angles

with a line drawn from stake to stake; the other eight arches

to be 3/^ inches between the wires.

The border, S, b, b, is best when made of some hard wood

that will not warp, not smaller than 4x6 inches, laid flat to

serve as a cushion for carom shots; this timber or border should

be beveled half an inch, making it measure 6 inches wide on

top, 5X inches wide on the bottom and 4 inches high, which

will prevent balls from jumping up or off the ground when

used as a cushion.

The boundary line, i, i, i, is simply a light line drawn 30

inches from or inside the border to indicate the boundary of

the field (See Rule 38). This line can be easily made with a

marker, having a small projecting nail point, drawn around

the ground and held against the border, securing uniform

distance.
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I5

l^O THE BEGINNER

In this, as in every other game, there are certain general

principles which should guide one in his play. Before refer-

ring to these we will notice first, mallets, and second, the posi-

tion taken in the use of the mallet. A mallet should be from 7 to

8 inches in length by about 2\ inches in diameter, with handle

from 12 to 18 inches long. The size and weight should be

that which, after trial, the player likes the best.

As regards position in striking, let every man be a law unto

himself. My way might not suit you, and your way would not

suit me
;
yet while occupying very different positions, we may

aim and execute with equal accuracy. Do not be too long in

your aim ; a quick stroke after getting your line between two

balls is generally the most accurate; but there is one point that

all must observe if the ball is to hit the mark : after getting

your line of aim, and your mallet resting ready for the stroke,

keep your eyes fixed on your own ball. Any deviation from

this rule, either for short or long shots, will end in failure.

And now as to a few general principles to be observed :

First. Keep your own balls together, and separate those of

your adversary.

Second. Keep with you or your partner the '« innocent " or

last played ball of your adversary.

Third. Keep the " guilty" or next playing ball of your ad-

versary wired as much as possible.

Fourth. When you can make no further run, give your

partner the best set up you can.

Fifth. Do not play for the guilty ball when, if you miss,

you give him a chance better than he has before.
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Sixth. If you have but a poor chance to make a run, set up

the balls for your partner.

Seventh. In making a run, provide as much as possible for

points ahead. Do not leave balls behind you if you can

avoid it.

To bring out the points of a game, let us illustrate :

Having scored for first shot (see Rule 7 for method of open-

ing the game), and Blue having won, the balls are then placed

at the four corners of the field nearest the centre, and Blue

plays at White, probably missing, but resting near his partner,

Red ; Black follows with most likely the same result. Then

Red plays on Blue, croqueting in as near the first arch as he

can, and getting, if possible, a drive on White, so as to wire it

from Blue, between the lower stake and wicket. Then Red

plays on Black with the hope of being able to make some

wickets, but should there not be a good show he croquets in to

Blue, and leaves a "set-up" for his partner by resting near

the first wicket. This method is generally attempted when the

first two shots fail to strike a ball. If White has but one ball

to play for the length of the field, his chances of missing are

so great that it is preferable to remain at the lower end of the

field. He thus forces Blue to come after him by croquet from

a ball near him, or play with only his partner and the " guilty
"

or next playing ball. Blue now has his balls to aid him in

making a run. If he feels capable of managing it, he should

roquet Black, croquet to White, and bring it into his field of

play, then make his first arch off Red. He now has all the

balk in the field. He plays on Red and sends it toward

the centre arch; then on Black, sending it toward the

third arch ; then on White, making his second arch. He

should endeavor to have a drive on White now to the centre,

leaving it there, shoving Red to third, making third off Black,
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keeping it near the wicket. Here he should wire it by leaving

it directly behind the third arch and then drive Red towards

centre, getting his position for the centre arch off White. If

he succeeds in this and makes the arch, he goes on securely

and confidently, for Black is not likely to do him any harm,

even if he fails in his arch.

This illustrates his successful play far enough, indicating

what he should do throughout the game. If he fails at the

centre. Black then plays to the lower part of the field, or to an

upper corner if he must, and Red now plays. There are now

two courses open for Red, either to try to make a run, or assist

Blue. If Blue is in position, he shoul . prefer the latter course,

especially if other balls are not in the field, affording him an

opportunity for a drive. He either puts Blue through the

centre, or where it can easily go through, then wires White and

rests where Blue can reach him in passing through the cage.

White should now get as far away as possible, leaving Blue

only the Red ball to assist him in making a further run. If

Black is on the line. White should get as near as possible.

If Red has brought Black into the field, then White plays

to the upper end of the field. Blue goes through, continues

his run with two balls, and at the stake gets White back into

the field, wiring or staking Black at his first convenient oppor-

tunity. If Blue fails and Black or White succeed in getting

the balls, the same general plan is carried out. It is a good

rule not to try to make the third arch unless you have a set-up

for the cage, except it be necessary to do so in order to get out

of danger. If you are for the cage, and lose the balls, it is

much more difficult to get started for another run than if you

were for some other arch. As caroms from the border count,

balls should be wired if possible to prevent even carom shots.
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TERMS USED IN CROQUET

To Roquet—To hit with one's own ball another ball for the

first time.

To Ci-oquet—To place player's ball against the roqueted ball

and then striking his own ball, moving both.

Carom—A rebounding from an arch, a stake, or the border.

/;/ Play—A ball is in play so long as points are made, or

balls hit in accordance with the rules.

Points—See Rule 23.

Dead Ball—A ball on which the player has played since

making a point. It is then dead to the player till he makes

another point or has another turn.

Direct Shot—Koqztet—This is a direct shot, whether the ball

in passing to its destination does or does not carom from a wire,

or a stake or the border.

Drive or Block—English ''P7tsh"—A roquet played so as to

send the object ball to some desired spot.

Cut—To drive the object ball to a desired position, by caus-

ing player's ball to hit it on one side.

Ru7t or Break—The making of a number of points in the

same turn.

Set Up—To locate the balls so as to afford facility for making

the next point or run.

IViring—To leave the balls so that the next finds a wire

between his ball and the object ball.

Object Ball—The ball at which the olaver aims.
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/«//// Shot—Striking the ball so as to make it jump over any

obstacle between it and the object aimed at. To do this, the

ball should be struck with considerable force on the top just

back of the centre.

Guilty or Danger Ball—The next played on the adversary's

side.

Innocent Ball—The last played ball of the adversary.

Rover—A ball that has made all the points except the last.

Tight Croquet—Is holding with the hand or foot the ball

placed against another for the sake of croquet, thus allowing

only the latter to be moved.

Loose Croquet—Is striking a ball when it is in contact with

another, where it has been placed for the purpose of croquet,

thus moving both halls.

Scoring—See Rule 7.
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CROQUET RULES

Note.—The following Rules, though adapted and adopted for Loose
Croquet, are, nevertheless, used hy the most prominent clubs of the country

as authority in Tight Croquet. Some rulings are to be construed as referring

only to Loose Croquet. But of these there can be no doubt, from the nature

of the game and the wording of the rules.

INTERFERING WITH PLAYERS.

Rule i.

No player or other person shall be permitted to interfere

with the result of a game by any word or act calculated lo

embarass the player, nor shall any one, except a partner, speak

to a player while in the act of shooting.

ORDER OF COLORS,

Rule 2.

The order of colors shall be red, white, blue, blaek,

MALLETS.
Rule 3.

There shall be no restriction as to kind or size of mallet used

—one or two hands may be used in striking.

Rule 4.

No player shall change his mallet during a game without

permission of his opponent, except in case of accident, or to

make a "jump shot." «
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Rule 5.

Should a ball or mallet break in striking, the player may de-

mand another stroke, with a new ball or mallet.

CLIPS OR MARKERS.
Rule 6.

Every player shall be provided with a clip or indicator of

the same color as his ball, painted on one side only, which he

must affix to his arch next in order in course of play, before

his partner plays, with the painted side towards the front of

the arch. Should he fail to do so his clip must remain upon

the arch it rested on before he played, and he must make the

points again. Should he move his marker beyond or back of

the point he is for, his attention must be called to such error

before he plays again, otherwise it shall stand. Should a

player put a ball through its arch, he must move the corre-

sponding clip to its proper arch before the next ball is played,

otherwise the clip remains as before. No player shall lose any

point or points by the misplacing of his clip by his adversary.

OPENING OF GAME.
Rule 7.

All games sliall be opened by scoring from an imaginary line

through the middle wicket, and playing two balls each (not

partner balls) towards the boundary line at the head of the

ground. The player, the centre of whose ball rests nearest

this border line, shall have choice of play, using that ball
;

provided that, in scoring, the ball did not strike the border or

any other ball. The balls shall then be placed in the four

corners of the ground (nearest the centre of the field), partner

balls diagonally to each other, the playing ball and next in
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sequence to be placed at the head of the grounds, all balls

being in play.

BALLS.—HOW STRUCK.
Rule 8.

The ball must be struck with the face of the mallet, the

stroke being delivered whenever touching the ball it moves it.

Should a stake or wire intervene, the stroke is not allowed un-

less the ball is struck at the same time, and if the ball is

moved, without being struck liy the face of the mallet, it shall

remain where it rests, and should a point or roquet be made, it

shall not be allowed, except by the decision of the umpire as

to the fairness of the shot. All balls thus moved by a false

shot may be replaced or not at the option of the opponent.

Rule 9.

When making a direct shot {i. e., roquet), the player must

not push or follow the ball with his mallet ; but when taking

croquet from a ball (two balls being in contact), he may follow

his ball with the mallet ; but must not strike it twice.

Rule 10.

If a player strikes his ball before his opponent has finished

his play, the stroke shall stand, or be made over, at the option

of the opponent.

Rule ii.

Should a ball rest against or near a wire, and the umpire, or

other person agreed on, should decide that in order to pass

through the arch, an unfair or push shot would have to be

made, it shall not be allowed if made.
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FOUL STROKE.
Rur.E 12.

Should a player in making a stroke move with his mallet any

other than his object ball, it shall be a foul and his play ceases,

and all balls moved shall be replaced as before the stroke, or

remain where they rest, at the option of the opponent.

Rule 13.

If a dead ball in contact with another ball moves, on account

of the inequality of the ground, while playing the other ball

away from it, the player does not lose his shot.

BALLS.—WHEN NOT TO BE TOUCHED.
Rule 14.

A ball must not be touched while on the field, except after a

roquet, when it is necessary to place it beside the roqueted ball

for the purpose of croquet, or to replace it when it has been

moved by accident—except by permission of the opponent.

ROQUET AND CROQUET.
Rule 15.

A ball roquets another when it comes in contact with it by a

blow from the player's mallet, or rebounds from a wicket or a

stake or the border ; also when it comes in contact with it

when croquet is taken from another ball.

Rule 16.

A player after making roquet shal' not stop his ball for the

purpose of preventing its hitting another. Should he do so his

play ceases and all balls shall be replaced as before the stroke.

or remain, at the option of the opponent.
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Rule 17.

Roquet gives to the player the privilege of roquet-croquet

only, and play must be made from the roqueted ball.

Rule iS.

If a player in taking a croquet from a ball, fails to move it.

such stroke ends his play, and his ball must be returned, or

left where it stops, at the option of the opponent.

Rule 19.

A player, in each turn of play, is Lt liberty to roquet any ball

on the ground once only before making a point.

Rule 20.

Should a player croquet a ball he has not roqueted, he loses

his turn, and all balls moved by such play must be replaced to

the satisfaction of the umpire, or adversary. Should the mis-

take not be discovered before the player has m.ide another

stroke, the play shall be valid, and the player continue his

play.

Rule 21.

In taking croquet from a Ijall, if player's ball strikes another

to which he is dead, such stroke does not end his play.

Rule 22,

If a player roquets two or more balls at the same stroke, only

the first can be croqueted.

MAKING OF POINTS.

Rule 23.

A player makes a point in the game when his ball makes an

arch or hits a stake in proper play.
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Rule 24.

If a player makes a point, and afterwards at the same stroke

roquets a ball, he must take the point, and use the hall. If

the roqueted ball is beyond the arch, as determined ]:)y rule 45,

and playing ball rests through the arch, the arch is held to be

first made.*

Rule 25.

If a ball roquets another, and afterwards at the same stroke

makes a point, it must take the ball and reject the point.

Rule 26.

A player continues to play so long as he makes a point in the

game, or roquets another ball to which he is in play.

Rule 27.

A ball making two or more points at the same stroke, has

only the same privilege as if it made but one.

Rule 28.

Should a ball be driven through its arch, or against its stake

by croquet or concussion, it is a point made by that ball, except

it be a rover. [See Rule 52.

j

PLAYING ON DEAD BALL.

Rule 29.

If a player play by direct shot on a dead ball, all balls

displaced by such shot shall be replaced in their former

position, and the player's ball placed against the dead ball on

the side from which it came; or all balls shall rest where they

lie, at the option of the opponent.

* Note.—While this is not mathematically correct, the rule is so made to

avoid disputes and difficult measurements.
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Rule 30.

If a player, in making a direct shot, strike a ball on which

he has already played; that is, a dead ball, his play ceases.

Any point or part of point or ball struck, after striking the

dead ball, is not allowed, and both balls must be replaced in

accordance with the preceding rule. A dead ball displaced by

other than direct shot, shall not be replaced.

Rule 31.

If playing ball in passing through its arch strike a dead ball

that is beyond the arch, as determined by Rule 45, the ball

shall not be considered a dead ball if playing ball rests through

its arch, and the point shall be allowed.

BALLS MOVED OR INTERFERED WITH BY

ACCIDENT OR DESIGN.

Rule 32.

A ball accidentally displaced, otherwise than as provided for

in Rule 12. must be returned to its position before play can

proceed.

Rule 33.

If a ball is stopped or diverted from its course by an oppo-

nent, the player may repeat the shot or not as he chooses.

Should he decline to repeat the shot, the ball must remain

where it stops, and, if playing ball, must play from there.

Rule 34.

If a ball is stopped or diverted from its course by a player

or his partner, the opponent may demand a repetition of the

shot if he chooses. Should he decline to do so, the ball must

remain where it stops, and, if playing ball, must play from

there.
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Rule 35.

If a ball is stopped or diverted from its course by any object

inside the ground, not pertaining to the game or ground, other

than provided for in Rules 33 and 34, the shot may be repeated

or allowed to remain, at the option of the player. If not re-

peated, the ball must remain where it stops, and, if playing

ball, play from there.

BALLS IN CONTACT.
Rule 36.

Should a player, on commencing his play, find his ball in

contact with another, he may hit his own as he likes, and then

have subsequent privileges the same as though the balls were

separated an inch or more.

RULES CONCERNING BOUNDARY.
[The boundary is a line extending around the field, 30 inches from the

border and parallel with it.]

Rule 37.

A ball shot over boundary or border must be returned at

right angles from where it stops.

Rule 38.

A ball is in the field only when the whole ball is within the

boundary line.

Rule 39.

No play is allowed from beyond the boundary line, except

when a ball is placed in contact with another for the purpose

of croquet.

Rule 40.

If a player strikes his ball when over the boundary line, he

shall lose his stroke, and the balls shall be replaced or left

where they stop, at the option of the opponent.
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Rule 41.

If a player hit a ball off the field by a direct shot, his play

ceases, and the roqueted ball is placed on the boundary opposite

the point where it lay before being thus hit. But if a ball off

the field is hit from a croquet, the hit shall not be allowed, the

ball shall be replaced properly in the field, and the play shall

not cease.

[Note.—The three following rules apply more particularly to the old

style of grounds with square corners, and are retained for some clubs that

have not adopted the new style of grounds.]

Rule 42.

The first ball driven over the boundary line into a corner

must be placed on the corner at the intersection of the two

boundary lines.

Rule 43.

If a ball, having been strnck over the boundary line, is re-

turnable at the corner, another ball being on or entitled to the

corner, it shall be placed on that side of the corner ball on

which it went off.

Rule 44.

If two balls, having been shot over the boundary line, rest

directly behind one another at right angles with boundary line,

they shall be placed on the line along side of each other in the

same relative position in which they were played off. This

can occur only when the centres of the two balls rest directly

behind one another at right angles with the boundary line.

BALL.—WHEN THROUGH AN ARCH.
Rule 45.

A ball is not through an arch when a straight edge, laid

across the two wires on the side from which the ball came,

touches the ball without moving the arch.
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BALLS WHEN IN POSITION.

Rule 46.

If a hall has been placed under an arch, for the purpose of

croquet, it is not in position to run that arch.

Rule 47.

If a ball be driven under its arch from the wrong direction,

and rests there, it is not in position to run that arch in the

right direction.

Rule 48.

If a ball, shot through its arch in the right direction, not

having come in contact with another ball or the border, rolls

back through or under that arch, the point is not made, but

the ball is in position if left there.

HITTING BALL WHILE MAKING WICKET.
Rule 49.

The cage wicket may be made in one, two or more turns,

provided the ball stops within limit of the cage.

Rule 50.

Any playing ball within, or under, a wicket, becomes dead

to advancement through the wicket from that position if it

comes in contact with any other ball by a direct shot.

ROVERS.

Rule 51.

A rover has the right of roquet and consequent croquet on

every ball once during each turn of play, and is subject ta

roquet and croquet by any ball in play.
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Rule 52.

Rovers must be continued in the game until partners become

rovers, and go out successively, and a rover that has been

driven against the stake cannot be removed to make way for

the next rover.

PLAYING OUT OF TURN, OR WRONG BALL.

Rule 53.

If a player plays out of his proper turn, whether with his

own or any other ball, or in his proper turn plays the wrong

ball, and the mistake is discovered before the next player has

commenced his play, all benefit from any point or points made

is lost, and his turn of play is forfeited. All balls moved by

the misplay must be returned to their former position by the

umpire or adversary. If the mistake is not discovered until

after the next player has made his first stroke, the error must

stand.

POINTS RE-MADE.
Rule 54.

If a player makes a point he has already made, his marker

not being on that point, and the mistake is discovered before

the proper point is made, the play ceases with the shot by

which the wicket was re-made, and the marker remains where

it stood at the beginning of this play. All balls shall be left

in the position they had at the time the wicket was re-made.

If not discovered before the proper point is made, the points so

made are good, and play proceeds the same as if no error had

been made.

ERROR IN ORDER OF PLAY.

RULiE 55.

It an error in order is discovered after a player has struck

his ball, he shall be allowed to finish his play, provided he is
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playing in the regular sequence of his partner's ball last played.

In case of dispute as to proper sequence of balls, it shall be

decided by the umpire ; if there is no umpire, by lot. No
recourse shall be had to lot unless each party expresses the

belief that the other is wrong.

Rule 56.

At any time an error in order is discovered, the opposite side

shall follow with the same ball last played (the proper

sequence) ; but before playing their opponents shall have privi-

lege to demand a transposition of adversaries' balls.

Example.—Black plays by mistake after red— the error is

not discovered. Blue plays in the proper sequence of his

partner red, and seeing that black has just played, is thus led

to believe it the innocent ball, and upon concluding his play,

leaves black by red. Now, if error in order is discovered, the

player of red and blue can demand that the position of black

and white be transposed.

CHANGING SURFACE OF GROUND.
Rule 57.

The surface of grounds shall not be changed during a game

by either player unless by consent of the umpire, and if so

changed at the time of playing, the shot shall be declared lost.

DIRECTION THROUGH WICKETS.
Rule 58.

In making all side or corner wickets the playing ball shall

pass through them towards the centre.
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PENALTY.—GENERAL RULE.

Rur E 59.

If a rule is violated, a penalty for which has not been pro-

vided, the player shall cease his play.

The National Croquet Association at their meeting in August,

1894, adopted the following :

Should a ball be resting in a corner and another ball be

played so that it should be brought in at the same place, it

must be placed on that side of the ball upon which it passed

over the boundary line.
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TOURNAMENT RULES

Rule i.

The tournament games shall be played in accordance with

the rules of the National Croquet Association.

Rule 2.

No player shall be allowed to enter after 8 o'clock Wednes-

day morning, except by consent of the Committee of Arrange-

ments.

Rule 3.

All players are expected to remain till the finish and play all

games assigned to them ; should any player leave before he has

played all his games, his unplayed games shall be forfeited,

and the Committee of Arrangements shall so record them.

Rule 4.

The order of play shall be determined by lot, names being

drawn by the Committee of Arrangements.

Rule 5.

Should any player fail to be present when his turn comes,

the next in order shall play, and the former's game be forfeited,

unless excused by the Committee of Arrangements.
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I Rule 6.

All disputed points shall be referred to ari umpire, to be

chosen before play by the contestants, and in case of his in-

ability to decide, to three referees, to be chosen by the Com-

mittee of Arrangements.

Rule 7.

Games shall be called by 8 A. M., and no game shall be be-

gun after 6 p. m., unless by mutual consent.

Rule 8.

All ties shall be played off in accordance with the above

rules.

Rule 9.

In case of darkness coming on during a game, the umpire

shall decide when a game shall stop, and if stopped, shall be

continued first in order the next morning, if the players are

on time.

Rule io.

The players shall be divided into three classes.

The social tournament games will be governed by the same

rules as the prize tournament games.
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SPALDING'S CROQUET SETS

No. 50 Croquet Set

Consisting of 4 Mallets, 9-inch persimmon heads,

leather cap on one end, plated bands, 24-inch hickory

handles, threaded, head and handle extra fine finish; 4

Balls, dogwood, nicely painted solid red, blue, white

and black, and extra coat of varnish; 2 Stakes, extra

heavy head and foot stake, nicely painted red, blue,

Vk'hite and black, and extra coat of varnish; 10 Wickets,

extra heavy steel wire, nicely japanned white ; 20 Sockets

for Wickets, 1 Copy Rules.

No. 50. Complete, in box, $12.00

No. 40 Croquet 5et
4 mallets, 9-inch persimmon heads, .54-inch hickory

handles, threaded to head, painted red, blue, white and

black, and coat of varnish; 4 Balls, dogwood, painted

solid red, blue, white and black, and varnished; 2

Stakes, extra heavy, painted red, blue, white and black,

and varnished; 10 Wickets, extra heavy steel wire,

japanned white; 20 Sockets for Wickets, i Copy .Rules.

N6. 40. Complete, in box, $8.00

No. 20 Croquet 5et
8 Mallets, 8-inch maple heads, 24-inch ash handles,

glued to head, nicely varnished; 8 Balls, maple, painted

solid red, blue, black, white, green, purple, yellow and

brown, and varnished^ 2 Stakes, varnished; 10 Wickets,

japanned while; 20 Sockets for Wickets; 1 Copy Rules;

I Box, hinged cover.

No. 20. Complete, in box, $6.00

Mallets
Expert Roque Mallet. Same style as used by all com-

petitors in the championship events at Norwich and
Washington. Metal bands, nickel plated, extra heavy
rubber tip at one end. Handles 17-inch, with 2 or 2}i-
inch head. Other length handles to order only.

Each, $4.00
Persimmon head, leather cap on one end, plated

bands, hickory handle, threaded, finely polished, packed
in box, with 12-inch handle.

No. 16. Mallet, $2.50
Persimmon head, hickory handle, either 18 or 24-inch,

threaded and finely finished.

No. 17. Mallet, $1.50
Dogwood head, hickory handle,, either 18 or 34-inch,

glued to head, nicely finished.

No. 14. Mallei, $1.00.

No. 30 Croquet Set
4 Mallets, 8-inch persimmon heads, 24-inch hickory

handles, glued to head, nicely painted red, blue, white

and black, and varnished; 4 Maple Balls, nicely paiql«t

solid red, blue, white and black, and varnished;' i

Stakes, painted red, blue, white and black; 10 Wickets,

steel" wire, japanned white ; 20 Sockets for Wickets ; 1

Copy Rules.

No!" 30. Complete, in box, $6.00

No. -^10 Croquet Set
4 Mallets, 8-inch maple heads, 24-inch ash handles,

glued to head, nicely varnished; 4 Balls, maple, painted

solid red, blue, white and black, and varnished; 2

Stakes, varnished; 10 Wickets, japanned white; 20

Sockets for Wickets, 1 Copy Rules,

No. 10. Complete, in box, $4.00

l^.&'^^iS^i^^^
—

Balls
Made of gutta percha, warranted unbreakable, painted

solid red, blue, white and black, .regulation size and
weight, packed in box.

No. IB. Per set of 4, $10.00

Maple balls, painted solid red, blue, white and black,

and varnished, packed in box.

No. 3B. , Per set of four, $1.25

Stakes
Heavy Stakes, head stake painted red. blue white,

black, green, purple, yellow and brown, and varnished.

No. 2. Per pair, 75c.

Wick^s
Heavy steel wire, heavily japanned white, p.icked in box..

No. 1 . Per set of ten. $f .25

NEW YORK.

Complete Catalogue of Athletic Sports Mailed Free.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.,
ISroHPORAl F.

CHICAGO.
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SPALDING'S CROQUET GOODS

CROQUET MALLETS
Expert Roque Mallet. Same style as used by all competitors in the

championship events at Norwich and Washington. Metal bands, nickel-

plated, extra heavy rubber tip at one end. Handles 17-inch, with 2 or 2^
inch head. Other length handles to order only. . . Each, $4.00

Persimmon head, leather cap on one end, plated bands, hickory handle,

threaded, finely polished, packed in box, with 12-inch handle.
No. lom Mallet, $2*50

Persimmon head, hickory handle, either 18 or 24-inch threaded and

finely finished No. f7. Mallet, $1,SO

Do?
nicely finished.

/ood head, hickory handle, either 18 or 24-inch, glued to head^
No. 14. Mallet, $1.00

CROQUET BALLS
Made of gutta percha, warranted unbreakable, painted solid red, blue,

white and black, regulation size and weight, packed in box
No. JBm Per set of 4, $10.U0

Maple balls, painted solid red, blue, white and black, and varnished^

packed in box ^o. 3B. Per set of 4, 5^.25

STAKES
Heavy stakes, head stake painted red, blue, white, black, green, purple,

yellow and brown, and varnished. ... No. 2. Per pair, 7Sc.

WICKETS
Heavy steel wire, heavily japanned whitj,^packed^n box.

^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.
Incorporated

NEW YORK CHICAGO DENVER
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Golf-Croquet is a new game that combines the good features of both Golf and Croquet The
ball used is a small croquet ball. The mallet used is similar to a croquet mallet, only with a longer

handle, like a golf club. One end of the mallet is lofted so that in the first drive, whjch is made
exactly as m the game of gilf, the ball is sent quite a distance. Vardon has driven the ball over one

hundred yards When near the wicket, of course, the approach shot, or shot through the wicket is

made with the other end. The wickets are gone through with the same as in croquet, but they are

(placed irregularly and at irregular distances, so that the croquet ground resembles more a miniature

golf course, with wickets instead of cups.

The game was originated by Lieutenant-Commander Henry McCrea, of the United States

Navy, and all those who have played it are delighted with it

COMPLETE SETS
^ _^ , This set comprises four golf-croquet mallets, with persimmon heads, hickory shafts

and leather grips; six whitewood balls, three painted red and three painted white.

nine heavily nickel-plated arches, packed in a substantial hinge-cover box. with

book of rules

No. 2.

o.oo

This set comprises four golf-croquet mallets, with selected persimmon heads, beveled

brass shoe on one end of head to protect same ; selected hickory handles, with

ileather grips . six selected whitewood balls, three painted red and three painted white . nine extra

heavy nickel-plated wickets, with small hole for pin flags for marking same. Packed Ct , -

a varnished box. hinged cover, with book of rules.

No. 2 1

.

No. 2 2,

Extra balls.

MALLETS
Good quality hickory shafts,

leather grips,

Selected quality, brass shod, selected

hickory shafts, leather grips.

BALLS
No. I 2 Whitewood Balis.

Per dozen, $2.00

^1.00

1.25

WICKETS
No. 31. Nickel-plated. Per set of 9, $4.00

No. 32. Heavily nickeled. Per set of 9, 4.5O

NEW YORK.

Complete Catalogue of Athletic Sports Mailed Free.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS..
CHICAGO. DENVER.
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Tnformation

Bureau
gPORTS AND

^(^ pASTIMES

WE have a well equipped Informa-
tion Bureau, which ^^s at the dis-

posal of all the readers of Spalding's
Athletic Library. We are prepared to

answer all questions and give informa-
tion concerning sports and pastimes. If

there is anything you want to know,
write us: how to build an athletic track,

how to build a gymnasium, how to build
a bowling alley, how to conduct a field

meeting, how to organize an athletic

club. If you want a trainer for any
branch of sport, write us; or if a trainer
wants a position, let him file his name
with us. If you want to lay out a golf
course, we can put you in touch with
the parties who can do it. If you want
a Golf Instructor, we can find you one.
It is immaterial on what sport the in-

formation is desired, we can inform
you.

J* £• SULLIVAN
President

Jlittcricatt Sports Publisbing Co.

J6 and J8 Park Place J« New York
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FLOOR
APPARATUS.

SUSPENDED
APPARATUS.

GYMNASIUM
MATTRESSES.

niSCELLANEOUS
EQUIPHENTS.

THE SPALDING Line of Floor Apparatus is conceded by all who have u/orked on

it to be by .ill odds the very beU, not only in general design, but in finish, durability

and utility This is particularly the case in our No. O (faulting Horse. No OB Buck.

Parallel Bars, and Hori^onlal anj l^atdliiig Hars.

THE SPALDING Line of Suspended Apparatus is made with the sa<ne degree of

excellence as are our Chest Weights and Floor Apparatus, and contain all the latest

ijnpfoved ideas. The Climbing and Swinging Apparatus' are all tested to at least four

times the degree of strength thai will be required of them or Can be put on them

THE SPALDING Gymnasium Mattresses are made of No 8 Duck, and sewn by

hand. None but the most experienced workmen are employed on this line o! goods (as

upon 'all others) The manner in which they are made precludes the possibility 6i their

getting out of shape or •' balling up
'"

THE SPALDING niscellaneous Line, which includes Athletic Implements of alt

kinds. Boxing Glo>'es, Fencing Goods. Indian Cl-ubs. Dumb Bells. Wandsj etc.. are so

thoroughly well known they need no comment, except to say that ihe same care and

attention is exercised in their manufacture as heretofore, and which has given ihem the

world-wide reputation that they possess for excellence, finish and correctness

GYMNASIUM
OUTFITTERS.

In this connection we want to state in the beginning that Gymnasium Outfitting is

not an adjunct to Our sporting goods business, as some of our competitors claim, but an

important branch of it The fact that Ihe rume »• Spalding" is put on each piece of

apparatus is evidence conclusive that they are all they should be in every partuula' In

Gymnasiiim Outfitting we incJude^'^Mnm'/;^ Tracki, Bo'Mng /ttley% and SJtnJl/e Bonr<ls

We could, if we so desired, fill pages with the names of gymnasiums fitted up by us, but cfo not think thai

necessary. Instead w,e enumerate a Tew of thejargest in the country that were fitted rntit.h- by us. vi?.
•

YALE UNIVERSITY, New Haven. Conn.

Y. M. C. A, TRAINING SCHOOL, Springfield, MaSi

UNINERSITY OF MICHIGAN. Aon Arbor. Mich.

ANDERSON NORMAL SCHOOL. New Haven. -Conn.

DR. SAVAGE S PHYSICAL INSTITUTE. New York City

SCHUYLKILL NAVY ATHLETIC CLUB. Philadelphia. Pa.

Complete Catalogue Maikd Free.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.,
CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.
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SPALDING'S TENNIS RACKETS

THE "SPALDING" THE "SLOCOM"

THE "SPALDING"-Combed Mahogany Handle
New Model. Frame, finest quality white ash, h.mdsoiiielv polished; stringing, finest quality imported gut.

This racket is hand-made throughout; all work, material and finish of highest qiulity obtainable. .as indicated by

our special trade-mark, indicating highest quality.

No. r4. Each, $6,00

THE "SLOCUM TOURNAMENT"
Finest white ash frame; stringing of best oriental white gut; oak throat-piece, antique finish; polished mahoganj

handle, finely checkered, leather capped.

No. I I . Each,. $5.00

THE "SLOCUM'.
Frame of selected wnne ash; white orient.il " B " m.nn strings an({ red cross strings; oak throat-piece, antique

.finish; cedar or cork handle, polished and checkered, leather 'capped.

No. 9. Cedar Handle, Eaeh,,$4.0O
No. 9C, Cork Handle., '" - 4.50

THE " SLOCUM^JUNIOR "

Frame of finewhi'teash; polished walnut throat- piece; checkered cedar handle, and strung with all white oriental gut

No. 8, The :'SIocum Junior" Racket, Each. S3.00

Nd Racket cuarxntred aeainst breaking if weight is less than 13 ounces. Any claim for defectivt ones must be made durin; the

season in H^bich the Racket is bought.

NEW YORK.

Complete Catalogue of Athletic Sports Mailed Free

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.,
'NTnHPORATKll.

CHICAGO. DENVER,
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SANDOWS ^^^ SPRING-GRIP DUMB-BELL

•ppliance is v«ry limpJe and m»y b« described in a few words. It coniiitt of a

I made in two halves separated about an inch from one another, the intervtaittj

ng occupied by twc, three, four or five steel springs. When CKercising the
c compressed by gripping ihe bells and bringing the two halve* close together.

position they are kept ontil the " exercise " is over. The number of spring*

necessary (o keep the two haWes togetherbe increased

;y are kept ontil the ".

, con$eq;iently. the powe,

: varied to nt. Force is equivale

different weights is

obviated by the use of stronger springs. The
springs may be quiclcly taken out or put in.

It is not the weight of the bell that produces

-levelopmcnt, health and strength: it is the

ejiergy and will-power expended while using it.

rjie Sandow Spring Dumb-Bell compels the

us» of energy and will-power, which can be

regulated from weak to strong by arranging

the springs. These dumb-bells are specially

prepared and adapted for both young and old.

Complete with chart of exercises drawnup by

Sandow after much experience and considera*

tion, and with full instructions for use.

to ight. consequently the necessity

EUGENE SANDOW

I. myself, use the

крокет-клуб.рф 
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SPALDING S ATHLETIC LIBRARY.

The SPALDING^^H^ VARDON^^GOLF CLUBS
A. G. Spalding & Bros., Exclusive Makers

THE "H. VARDON" clubs repre-

sent a "standard" in club making
by which the quality of all other

makes will in future be measured.

With them Vardon won the American
Open Championship, beating the best

man the old worM could produce; with

them he broke the records on nearly

every first-class course in America, and

^\ith one exception, beat every indi-

vidual player he met. His verdict after

using them for a year is: "They are

the best finished, best balanced and the

nicest clubs I ever played with."

Mr. Vardon has arranged to have his

own head club maker, from his work-

shop at Ganton, England, inspect all

his clubs before leaving our factory, at

Chicopee Falls, Mass. He has made
Vardon's clubs for years, and his sole

duty with us will be to see that every

e shaft has the spring in the right place.club is

which

perfect

is really

n lie and model, and that th

the secret of long driving.

"The Vardon" Clubs are made in the following styles

only: Driver, Erassie, Cleek, Driving Mashie, Mid-

Iron No. I, Light Iron No. 2, Niblic, Mashie Iron,

Mashie, Putting Cleek, Putter.

' H. VARDON'
*ti, VARDON'

Driver and Brassie,

Iron Clubs,

Each, $2.50

Each, $2.00

A full line of Athletic Goods for all sports found in

complete catalogue. Mailed free on application.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.
NEW YORK CHICAGO DENVER

крокет-клуб.рф 
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Spalding's athletic library.

THE VARDON FLYER."

VARDON'S OWN BALL
Manufactured in England for him from " Special Gutta," is without doubt

the longest flying ball in the market to-day. It is a Bramble-marked ball. Var-
don claims for this marking a longer and truer flight than can be obtained from
the smooth markings, and during his recent tour in this country, he, on the

average, outdrove every man he met, and he made the longest " carries " he ever
made in his life.

When you come to think that he played over seventy-two different golf

courses and either tied or broke the record on nearly every one, you can safely

assume that there cannot be anything wrong with the balls or the clubs with

which he performed this unparalleled feat. The man is a marvel ; the ball is

second only to the man.

" The Va*-don Flyer ''^ is never sent out tmtil thoroug^hly seasoned, and/or
uniformity o/ iiueight and perfection of Jiiglit is not equalled by any ball on

the market.

"THE VARDON FLYER,'' . . » Per dozen, $3.50

Complete Catalogue of all Sports Mailed Free.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.
NEV YORK CHICAGO DENVER

крокет-клуб.рф 
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The Spalding Scared Drivers and Brassies

5 C

Made of the finest dogwood and persimmon, and are all guaranteed. The
models are duplicates of those used by some of the best golfers in the world

;

the grips are horsehide and the finish is the very best ; the shafts are all

second growth split hickory, and particular attention is given to the spring
and balance of the club. Each, $2.00.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS. New York Chicago
Denverкрокет-клуб.рф 

"Живой музей"



SPALDING'S ATHLETIC LIBRARY.

THE SPALDING IRONS

Hand hammered from the finest mild steel. We have taken the playing

clubs of some of the best golfers in the world and duplicated them, and they

represent our regular stock. If, however, you prefer some other model, we

will copy it exactly, and the price to you will be the same. Horsehide grips

on all of the above. Each, $2.00.

A. G, SPALDING & BROS.
NEW YORK CHICAGO DENVER

крокет-клуб.рф 
"Живой музей"



SPALDING'S
HOME LIBRARY

Devoted to games and amuse-
ments for the home circle

крокет-клуб.рф 
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SPALDING'S ATHLETIC LIBRARY.

tr Game of Roque
Complete Sets

Expert Set-consisting of four expert mallets, made in

accordance ^^•ith League regulations; four g"tta percha

balls, regulation size, and guaranteed unbreakable, ten

hardwood sockets nicely finished: ten steel wire irche

frosted finish, a book of rules. All put up in hanOsoiueiy

finished box with brass clasp and padlock.

No. IX. Set Complete, $50.00

We -hall also make up a cheaper set and are prepared to

furnish mallets and balls separate. Price, on application.

Xi
tj^

A. a SPALDING & BROS.,

New York. Chicago. Denver.

крокет-клуб.рф 
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LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

GRAND PRIX

This is a fac-simile of the Grand Prize

Awarded to

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.
for the finest and most complete Hne of croquet and

athletic goods exhibited at the Universal Expo-

sition, Paris, 1900. We have brought this medal

to America in competition with the leading

makers of the world. It is the highest award

given for any exhibit and is exclusively granted

for the best goods in that particular class.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.

NEW YORK
(incorporated)

CHICAGO DENVER

крокет-клуб.рф 
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